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Abstract: Quantitative electronic structural-activity relationship(QSAR) analysis of a series of Ketones and its
derivatives against skin disease causing micro-organism(Candida albicans) have been conducted using
Molecular weight(MW), Conolly Accessible Area(CAA), cLogp, Molar Refractivity(MR), Molar Volume(MV),
Polarizability(POL)as the descriptors. The descriptors were obtained using computational chemistry method
(semi-empirical PM3). Ketones and its derivatives activities, were taken as the activities of the molecules
against skin disease causing micro-organism(Candida albicans) and are presented as the values of ln(1/IC50),
where IC50 is an effective concentration inhibiting 50% of the parasite growth. Genetic Function Approximation
method was used to generate models that correlate molecular properties of Ketones and its derivatives against
skin disease causing micro-organism(Candida albicans) . The best QSAR model generated i.e model-1 has good
2
2
R2= 0.986, 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
=0.976, R2(cv)=0.928, 𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡
= 0.968,F-value=96.62. and LOF = 0.0231.The QSAR study
provides important structural insights in designing of potent antifungal agents.
Key words: QSAR analysis, antifungal agents, Semi-empirical method, Ketones and its derivativesand Genetic
Function Approximation(GFA).

I.

Introduction

This chapter addresses medicinal aspects of the treatment of fungal diseases of all types, but because
most recent research has been directed toward the treatment of systemic infections, emphasis is placed on this
aspect. Candida spp. Invasive candidiasis is the most common nosocomial mycosis, perhaps because the
causative organism is a component of the endogenous flora of the human alimentary tract. There has been
debate over the significance of positive blood cultures (candidemia) in the progression of fungal disease. Given
the high mortality rates (up to 75%) in cases of invasive candidiasis, the current consensus is that all high risk
patients with candidemia should receive therapy (Edwards et al,1997).Candidiasis is recognized worldwide as
an opportunistic infection, this emerged in recent years as troublesome organisms, challenging the supremacy
of Candida- albicans in candida infections. The incidence of such disease is relatively constant. Because these
are infections of the skin, many of the available agents are applied topically, although a few notable oral
alternatives are now available. Despite the relative triviality of the infections, however, their eradication is often
problematic and requires many weeks or months of therapy(Donald,2003).
The quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) is an attempt, based on the Structure -activity
relationship (SAR) approach, to remove the element of luck from drug discovery. It uses physicochemical
properties (parameters) to represent drug properties that are believed to have a major influence on drug action.
Parameters must be properties that are capable of being represented by a numerical value. These values are used
to produce a general equation relating drug activity with the parameters. This equation enables medicinal
chemists to predict the activity of analogues and, as a result, determine which analogue is most likely to produce
the desired clinical response. Its use takes some of the guess work out of deciding which analogues of a lead to
synthesis. This has the knock-on effect of reducing cost, a major consideration in all commercial companies
.Structure–activity relationship studies are usually carried out by making minor changes to the structure of a lead
to produce analogues and assessing the effect that these structural changes have on biological activity. The
success of the SAR approach to drug design depends not only on the knowledge and experience of the design
team but also a great deal of luck. QSAR is an attempt to remove this element of luck from drug design by
establishing a mathematical relationship in the form of an equation between biological activity and measurable
physicochemical parameters. These parameters are used to represent properties such as lipophilicity, shape and
electron distribution, which are believed to have a major influence on the drug’s activity. They are normally
defined so that they are in the form of numbers derived from practical data that are thought to be related to the
property that the parameter represents. This makes it possible either to measure or to calculate these parameters
for a group of compounds and relate their values to the biological activity of these compounds by means of
mathematical equations using statistical methods such as regression analysis .The main properties of a drug that
appear to influence its activity are its, lipophilicity, the electronic effects within the molecule and the size and
shape of the molecule (steric effects). Recently, sophisticated computing hardware is readily available, along
with a growing number of software packages that are capable of carrying out highly evolved computational
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chemistry; the determination of molecular descriptors for use in predictive models of molecular activity is a
relatively easy task. In this study, genetic function approximation (GFA) which is a statistical modeling
algorithm which builds functional models of experimental data. Since its inception, several applications of this
algorithm in the area of quantitative structure–activity relationship modeling have been reported (Roggerss, D.
1996).

II.

Materials And Methods

The purpose of the present work is to perform a quantum chemical QSAR study of the Ketone
derivatives on the series (Wanda Pereira Almeida et al 2011) to investigate the experimental activities of the
compounds as an Antifungal Agents and obtain a linear model by using Genetic function Approximation (GFA)
method.
2.1Chemical Data:
Biological data on the activity of Ketone derivatives has been obtained from Wanda Pereira Almeida
et al (Table 1). The activity data refers pMIC, which indicates the biological activity of compounds
experimentally determined, necessary for the inhibition of candidaalbicans resistant. The –log MIC(molar)
scale refers pMIC .Fluconazole for Table i: was used as controls in the assays.
Table i:
Data set from the literature used in the Quantum Chemical QSAR analysis;
pMIC= -log MIC =Minimum inhibitory concentration in molar

Compound
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Type
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Ring A
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
2,3-OCH3
4-SCH3
4-SCH3
3,4-OCH3
3,4-OCH3
4-phenyl
4-phenyl
4-OCH3
4-OCH3

Ring B
4-F
4-Cl
4-Br
2,4-Cl
4-NO2
4-OCH3
H
4-OH
2-OH
3-OH
4-phenyl
4-OCH3
-

Substituent Z
H
Br
H
Br
H
Br
H
Br

pMIC
4.53
4.16
3.52
3.21
3.48
4.15
3.80
3.83
4.13
3.83
3.12
4.47
4.72
3.83
4.14
3.55
3.06
3.17
4.09
3.51

2.2 Computational And Statistical Details
QSAR studies of Ketone derivatives was carried out on windows7, Intel Pentium operating system by
Spartan ’14v112 for windows, Macintosh and Linux. PaDEL-Descriptor(A software to calculate molecular
descriptors and fingerprints),version: 2.21 and Chem3D pro, version 12.0.2 1076. The molecular structures of
the dataset was sketched using Chem Draw Ultra, version 12.0.2.1076 developed by CambridgeSoft.
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The first step consisted in obtaining the molecular geometry of all the derivatives from the dataset
(Table-i) was energy minimization (Williams et al,2002) and geometry optimization using Merck Molecular
Force Field (MMFF) in semi-empirical PM3 Method(Halgren,1996).
Table ii: Parameters for Energy Minimization
PARAMETERS
Force Field
Maximum no of Cycles
Convergence Criteria
Dielectric constant
Gradient Type

VALUE
MMFF(Merck Molecular Force Field)
100,000
0.001cal/molǺ
1(in a vacuum)
Analytical

The genetic function approximation (GFA) algorithm offers a new approach to the problem of building
quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) and quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR)
models. Replacing regression analysis with the GFA algorithm enables the construction of models competitive
with or superior to those produced by standard techniques and makes available additional information not
provided by other techniques. Unlike most other analysis algorithms, GFA gives multiple models, where the
populations of the models are created by evolving random initial models using a genetic algorithm. GFA can
build models using not only linear polynomials but also higher-order polynomials, splines, and other nonlinear
functions.
The genetic algorithms are search algorithms that take inspiration from natural genetics and evolution.
In this section, the ideas underlying genetic algorithms are briefly described, emphasizing the aspects relevant to
the genetic function approximation (GFA) approach to model building. The GFA algorithm itself applies these
ideas to the problem of function approximation (Hopfinder, A.J. 1994)given a large number of potential factors
influencing a response, including several powers and other functions of the raw inputs, to find the subset of
terms that correlates best with the response. The central ideas of genetic algorithms are simple. The region to be
searched is coded into one or multiple strings. In the GFA, these strings are sets of terms – powers and splines of
the raw inputs. Each string represents a location in the search space.The algorithm works with a set of these
strings, called a population. This population is evolved in a manner that leads it toward the objective of the
search. This requires that a measure of the fitness of each string, corresponding to a model in the GFA, be
available
Following this, three operations are performed iteratively in succession: selection, crossover, and
mutation. Newly added members are scored according to a fitness criterion. In the GFA, the scoring criteria for
models are all related to the quality of the regression fit to the data. The selection probabilities must be reevaluated each time a new member is added to the population.
Stability and convergence In common with other iterative minimization algorithms, there are issues
with the stability and convergence of the GFA algorithm. An indication of the stability of the GFA algorithm
can be obtained by generating a plot showing the evolution of variable usage withtime. Such a plot shows the
number of occurrences of each variable in the population for each generation of the evolution. For practical
reasons, to reduce the amount of data that would be collected, such a plot is generated only for those variables
that occur most commonly in the final population and the data are not normally collected for every generation.
The GFA algorithm is assumed to have converged when no improvement is seen in the score of the population
over a significant length of time, either that of the best model in each population or the average of all the models
in each population. When this criterion has been satisfied, no further generations are calculated.
Advantages of GFA
The GFA algorithm approach has several important advantages over other techniques [28]:
1. It builds multiple models rather than a single model.
2. It automatically selects which features are to be used in the models.
3. It is better at discovering combinations of features that take advantage of correlations between multiple
features.
4. It incorporates Friedman’s lack-of-fit (LOF) (Friedman J.H. 1991)error measure, which estimates the most
appropriate number of features, resists overfitting, and allows control over the smoothness of fit.
5. It can use a large variety of equation term types in construction of its models, e.g., splines, step functions,
high order polynomials.
6. It provides, through study of the evolving models, additional information not available from standard
regression analysis, such as the preferred model length and useful partitions of the data set. The procedure
continues for a user-specified number of generations, unless convergence occurs in the interim.
Convergence is triggered by lack of progress in the highest and average scores of the population.
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III.

Result And Discussion

QSAR addresses two fundamentally important questions in scientific research; what structural and
electronic properties of a molecule determine its activity and what can be altered to improve this activity?
Computational tools allow researchers to identify chemicals with optimal physico-chemical properties in silico,
before expensive experimentation. This saves both time and money, and allows the discarding of inferior
candidates well in advance of reaching the laboratory (Khaled, K. F. 2011).
Table iii: List of descriptors used in this study.
Descriptors
Molecular Weight

Type
Structural

Conolly Accessible
Area
cLogp
Molar Refractivity

Geometrical

Molar Volume
Polarizability

Geometrical
Quantumchemical

Significance
Used as the descriptors in systems such as transport studies where diffusion is the mode of
operative.
It combines shape and electronic information to characterize molecules.

Thermodynamic
Thermodynamic

Octanol/Water partition coefficient
It dependent on the spatial array of the aromatic ring in the synthesized compounds also
necessary to study the interaction of the ligand with the receptor.
It describes the volume inside van der waals area of the molecule
It provide precise quantitative descriptions of molecular structure and their chemical properties.

Table iv: Experimental pMICand GFA PredictedpMIC for test set.
Compound
4
5
11
16
18

Observed
3.21
3.48
3.12
3.55
3.17

Predicted
3.44
3.44
3.07
3.63
3.12

Residual
-0.23
0.04
0.05
-0.08
0.05

3.1 QSAR Study
To investigate the Observed data, the distribution of the data must be first investigated. Most regression
algorithm relies on the data that is being normally investigated, in case the data are
not normally distributed, we should consider applying a numerical transformation to achieve a normal
distribution.Observed data in Table ishow acceptable normal distribution, so no need to perform a numerical
transformation. Table vshows a univariate analysis for the inhibition data. Table vcontains several statistical
measures that describe the corrosion inhibition data. The most important parameters in Table vare the skewness
and kurtosis. Skewness is the third moment of the distribution, which indicates the symmetry of the distribution.
Table v: Univariate analysis of the Observed data.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Number of sample points
Range
Maximum
Minimum
Mean
Median
Variance
Standard deviation
Mean absolute deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis

IC50
15
1.55
4.72
3.17
3.99
4.09
0.16
0.41
0.33
-0.12
-0.77

Constructing QSAR model is a process that takes a set of inputs and provides a set of outputs. For example, an
energy minimization is a model which takes a structure as input and provides an optimised structure as output.
At this point in a typical QSAR study, calculation of descriptors occurs. These are models which take a single
structure as an input and provide a single number or group of closely related numbers as outputs. Table
vi.Shows the experimental pMIC and the predicted pMIC using the GFA approach of the training set. This
shows how the GFA method predicted the pMIC.
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Table vi: Experimental PMIC and GFA Predicted PMIC for the training set.
Compounds
1
2
3
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
17
19
20

Actual values for A : IC50
4.53
4.16
3.52
4.15
3.80
3.83
4.13
3.83
4.47
4.72
3.83
4.14
3.51
4.09
3.51

Equation 1: predicted values
4.56
4.097
3.608
4.139
3.7762
3.85
4.1946
3.855
4.485
4.720
3.789
4.0995
3.534
3.998
3.535

Equation 1: residual values
-0.031
0.0626
-0.088
-0.061
-0.1076
-0.1142
0.0518
-0.025
0.098
0.0462
0.0737
0.0123
-0.0329
0.092
-0.024

Table vii:shows the genetic function approximation analysiswhich gives a summary of the input parameters
used for the calculation. Also, it reports whether the GFA algorithm converged in the specified number of
generations. Convergence is achieved when there has been no improvement in the scoring function for a number
of generations. It can be seen from Table vii:that the accuracy of the model, indicated by the R2 value, is
reasonably high therefore the predictive power of the model, as indicated by the adjusted R2 and cross validated
R2 values, is also, high, even though the regression is significant according to F-test. In Table vii, the
Friedman’s lack-of-fit (LOF) score (Friedman, J.H 1991), which evaluates the QSAR model by considering the
number of descriptors as well as the quality of fitness, is chosen: the lower the LOF, the less likely it is that
GFA model will fit the data. The significant regression is given by F-test, and the higher the value, the better the
model.
Fig. ia-bshows a relation between the predicted values using the equation in Table ivand the
experimental data in Table i. Also, the distribution of the residual values against the Observed activity values. A
residual can be defined as the difference between the predicted value in the generated model and the measured
value for corrosion inhibition. To test the constructed QSAR model, potential outliers have been identified in
Fig. iia-b. An outlier can be defined as a data point whose residual value is not within two standard deviations of
the mean of the residual values. Although the number of outliers can vary depending on the quality of the
dataset (e.g., incorrect measurements of physical properties or errors in molecular structures will reduce the data
set quality), it still a good test of QSAR model is to identify potential outliers.
Fig. iia-b contains two charts. One contains the residual values plotted against the Observed pMICand
the other displays the residual values plotted against Table iiiraw number. Each chart contains a dotted line that
indicates the critical threshold of two standard deviations beyond which a value may be considered to an outlier.
Inspection of Fig. iishows that there is no points appeared outside the dotted lines which make the QSAR model
acceptable.
In fig. iii:, the Y-axis represents the different molecular descriptors used in this study as shown on the
right side of the graph. On the other hand, the X-axis represents the number of thegenerations we could generate
for each of these molecular descriptors.
According to fig iii, at each step, the GFA uses the current population to create the children that makes
up the next generation. The algorithm selects a group of individuals in the current population , called parents ,
who contribute their genes –the entries of their vectors – to their children . The algorithm usually selects
individuals that have better fitness values as parents . User can specify the function that the algorithm uses to
select the parents. The GFA creates three types of children for the next generation: Elite Children , Crossover
Children and Mutation Children. In our QSAR study ,the algorithm stops when the number of generations
reaches the value of 500 Generations.
Table vii:Validation of the genetic function approximation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Friedman LOF
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
Cross validated R-squared
Significant Regression
Significance-of-regression F-value
Critical SOR F-value (95%)
Lack-of-fit points
Min expt. error for non-significant LOF (95%)

Equation 1
0.0231
0.9864
0.9762
0.9284
Yes
96.6172
3.5968
8
0.0457
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Table viii: best model:
Y= -0.01015a-0.007566b-0.98076c-55.9669d+0.02751e+141.3109f+8.76211
a =molecular weight,b=conollyaccessibl area,c=cLogp,d=molar refractivity,e=molar volume,f=polarizability
and Y:pMIC
Fig. ia -b. Plot of predicted activity and residuals versus Observed activity

9
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7
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y = 0.9864x + 0.0543
R² = 0.9864

5
4
3

predict

2
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1
0

y = 0.013x - 0.054

-1
0

2

4

6

8

10

Fig iia-b :OUTLIER ANALYSIS

Fig iii: The graph of the variable usage against generation number
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IV.

Conclusion

A genetic function approximation method was used to run the regression analysis and establish
correlation’s between different types of descriptors and measured Chemotheraphy activities of Ketones
derivatives.
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